Boğaziçi University Center for Climate Change and Policy Studies provides education to undergraduate and graduate students and informative trainings to relevant units in the public and private sectors.

http://climatechange.boun.edu.tr/en/

http://iklimdegisikligi.boun.edu.tr/

UN SDSN Turkey has collaborated with Afyon Karahisar University for climate entrepreneurship education for university and vocational school students.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2XwoMTLYHmI

UN SDSN Turkey provided support for entrepreneurs who desire to enlarge the education impact with education materials.

In that sense UN SDSN Turkey initiated, mentored and guided the SDG4Kids Board Game. SDG4Kids promotes the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals via the question cards. This game is utilized in various education programs in local governments, primary and high schools and companies that work to understand and promote the SDGs. SDG13 is promoted via the SDG4Kids Board Game.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wHw1P80nKKs&t=51s